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Executive Summary
We live in a technology-driven world and digital payments have worked their way into our personal lives.
Hopping online to pay a utility bill or sending an ePayment to a friend for picking up the tab at lunch are
the norm. Consumer digital payments are now more common than traditional payment methods. They’re
quicker, easier, and more convenient than paper checks or dollar bills.
Businesses, however, have been slower to join the digital payments revolution.
While online payments for businesses are steadily on the rise, companies still use paper checks to
pay their bills – even though they demand more time and resources, are slower, less secure, and lack
the transparency and speed of ePayments. In fact, when SMB owners were asked in a recent survey
conducted by Barlow Research to choose their top three payment methods, paper checks came out on top
at 86 percent.
Why is this?
Part of the challenge may be simply understanding everything related to online payments for businesses.
With a multitude of terms and concepts, such as AP automation, AR automation, ACH transfers, virtual
cards, and EFTs, digital business payments can seem confusing at first glance.
That’s why we have created this comprehensive guide for
on digital business payments for mid-market companies.
This how-to guide will help you understand how digital
business payments work and what business payment
options are out there.
Digital business payments can revolutionize your
company’s AP and AR. The benefits extend far beyond

Studies show that you
can save up to 75%
over the costs of paper
payments by moving to
digital payments.

convenience. You can increase efficiency, transparency,
mobility, security, and organization when compared to traditional paper payment methods. Plus, studies
show that you can save up to 75% over the costs of paper payments by moving to digital payments.1
The first section of this guide provides an overview of digital business payments, covering in detail what
they are, the benefits they offer, and how they can transform your back office. You’ll learn about the
different types of online payments, including EFT transactions and ACH payments, discover why experts
recommend ePayments, and explore why digital business payments can be game-changers for mid-market
companies. After that, we will introduce the Bill.com solution and explain how your company can get
started on the road to digital payments.
Digital business payments will continue to become more prevalent, and small- to mid-market companies
companies that want to boost efficiency and remain competitive will need to embrace them. From
understanding how it all works to getting started, this guide will tell you everything you need to know
about digital business payments. So let’s get going!
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Digital Business Payments 101
There’s no denying that the payment world has gone digital. From ordering goods on websites to paying
friends when going out for dinner, we don’t think twice about making digital payments these days. For
many, however, our business lives have not yet caught up with our personal lives. While online payments
for business are on the rise, by most accounts, a lot of mid-sized companies are still paying by paper check
– even though it takes them longer and costs more to process and track.

What Are Digital Business Payments?
Now that we have your attention, let’s talk about what digital
business payments are. A digital business payment is any
payment made through digital or electronic means, rather
than more traditional methods, like exchanging cash or paper
checks. In an online payment for business, both the sender and
the recipient use electronic means to transfer and accept the

Personal digital payments
through apps like Venmo
and Zelle are estimated
to reach a total of $180
billion in 2019.

money being paid.
Personal digital payments through apps like Venmo and Zelle
are estimated to reach a total of $180 billion in 2019. Businesses, though, continue to lag when it comes
to adopting ePayments. Studies show up to 86 percent of today’s businesses are still predominantly using
paper checks.
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Types of Electronic Payments
When it comes to ePayments, lots of terms and acronyms are loosely thrown around, but less often
explained. Today’s electronic business payment options are plentiful, and include:
• Credit cards. Credit card payments have been around for years and are probably the most familiar

form of electronic business payments. They provide one of the fastest payments options, but also one
of the most expensive options for the receiver.
• EFT. EFT stands for electronic funds

transfer, which is just what it sounds
like – transferring funds electronically
from one bank to another without
any paper money changing hands.
EFT payments consist of many types
of financial transfers including direct
deposits (for payroll), debit payments,
wire transfers, and ACH payments.
• ACH. ACH payments are digital

payments made through the
Automated Clearing House network,
a secure system for bank-to-bank
transfers. A typical ACH transfer
takes anywhere from a few hours to
a few days to clear. Therefore, these
transactions do not happen in “real time” as some might think, but they are faster and involve less
manual labor than paper checks and incur lower fees than credit cards.
• eChecks. An eCheck is simply the electronic version of a paper check, which causes a bank-to-bank

transfer of funds via the ACH network.
• Virtual cards. A virtual card is a 16-digit one-time-use credit card token that functions as a proxy for

a physical credit card with a perpetual number. Virtual cards offer a layer of protection and security
to card payments because the card number/token can be used only once, and it also specifies the
amount of the payment and expiration date. It is typically distributed to the vendor via an email, which
can also contain relevant remittance information about the invoices being paid.
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How Digital Business Payments Differ
from Digital Consumer Payments
With individuals flocking to digital payments, why are businesses still clinging to paper checks and check
stock? For one thing, a company’s accounts payable and accounts receivable processes require far more
oversight and coordination than many consumer-grade digital payment systems can provide.
Consumers aren’t strangers to digital payments.
Odds are you’re already paying routine household
bills online or sending friends money with
smartphone apps. The attraction of digital consumer
payments is their simplicity – digital payments are
quick, easy, and possible from almost anywhere. If
you owe money, you just click. If you’re the one owed,
you do even less. The money simply appears in your
account.
Understandably, businesses want those same
conveniences when it comes to accounts payable
processes. The problem, however, is that the
business payment process isn’t that simple. Online
payments for businesses require more than just the
basic ability to send and receive money. They involve
layers of approvals, monitoring, and reconciliation.
While ePayments are far more convenient than
traditional paper payments, they navigate a much

Consumers aren’t
strangers to digital
payments. Odds are
you’re already paying
routine household
bills online or sending
friends money with
smartphone apps.

more complex workflow than digital consumer
payments.
That doesn’t mean, however, that businesses are
out of luck when it comes to capitalizing on the
conveniences of the digital era. Newer technologies,
including online payment systems and AP automation,
are bringing consumer convenience to online
payments for businesses.
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Why Should Your Business Switch to
Digital Payments?
The benefits of digital business payments far outweigh the hassles, inefficiency, and ambiguity of paper
check payments. Digital business payments can:
Save you time. It is much faster to make a digital payment than to
process a paper check. Think of the labor involved with reviewing and
approving a bill, cutting a check, getting it signed, and mailing it with
the correct invoice. The process takes some companies weeks or even

50%

months to complete. An ePayment moves the entire cycle to the cloud.
That long, complicated process is cut down to a few, auditable clicks.
In fact, online payments for business cut the time associated with bill
approval by more than 50% and help companies collect money 2-3
times faster than paper check-based payments.2

Cut the time associated
with bill approval by
More than 50%

Give you more control. Imagine being able to track every step of a paper check payment, including each person who touches it within the company and outside of it – every postal worker, everyone at the vendor’s office, even the teller at the bank where it’s deposited. Then imagine knowing
the exact moment the paper check is cashed. That’s impossible with a paper check, but that’s just
what you get with online payments for business.
With digital payments, you can select when the
money leaves your bank account. The entire process is completely trackable from payer to payee.
At any moment, you can determine the status of
that payment. There’s no guesswork, only precise
documentation of bill review, payment, and receipt.
Bonus: This control supports healthy cash flow
management. You’re no longer guessing when a

“Having all of your future
bills in a single system
helps businesses get
a single view into what
their cash outflows
will be.”

check might be cashed or trying to keep track of
outstanding payments.
As Vanessa Kruze, CPA, founder and CEO of Kruze Consulting, explains: “Having all of your future bills in a single system helps businesses get a single view into what their cash outflows will be.
A business using paper checks can’t easily keep track of upcoming bills and their due dates – but
online payment systems for mid-market companies like Bill.com can automatically give you a view
into your upcoming expenses and help you grasp what needs to get paid and when.”
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Offer much more information than paper checks. While a check gives you an amount and
date, the payee, and memos/notes, an ePayment gives you all the remittance information of
the transaction. That means invoices, invoice numbers, statements of work, and exact date and
time stamping. It shows who approved the payment and who made the payment. Finally, digital
business payments can automatically sync with accounting software, so the information is never
entered twice. This transparency makes paying and reconciling payments much simpler.
Provide more convenience. With many business online payment systems, you can pay electronically from any computer or mobile device. On the road for work? You can review a bill, payment
history, and vendor contract from the backseat
of an Uber, or use your smartphone to pay a
vendor while you wait for your flight. Payments
won’t be held up, protecting your company from
late fees and disgruntled vendors. Accepting
digital payments is easier as well, since vendors
can authorize business payments to land directly
in their bank accounts.
Streamline international payments. Digital payments systems should provide the ability to pay
your international vendors in local currencies,
reducing the complexities of conversion rates.

An international wire
through a bank may
run as much as $50
per transaction.
A digital business
payment solution
can process the same
payment for a fraction
of the cost.

Even better, they should use the same process
you use to make domestic payments, since it’s all done in the same place. International digital business payments can even save you money versus using a bank wire. An international wire through
a bank may run as much as $50 per transaction. A digital business payment solution can process
the same payment for a fraction of the cost.
Increase Security. AR and AP solutions that offer
digital payments—such as ACH transfers, EFTs,
and credit card transactions—can provide more
security than paper checks. Checks are easy to
steal, forge, or lose. Every time a paper check
leaves your company, it exposes your business’
valuable banking account and routing numbers.
That’s all the information someone needs to steal
your money. With digital payments, your financial
data and documents are undoubtedly safer on an
secure, encrypted, password-protected servers than they are in filing cabinets and on people’s
desks throughout your offices.
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The Bill.com
Solution
Bill.com brings innovation to the back office.
Our cloud-based, collaborative business payments
platform automates every step of paying and getting
paid, making life easier for businesses of all sizes.
Bill.com will enable you to automate the way you pay
bills, send invoices, and receive payments from your
vendors and customers.
Bill.com currently processes over $62 billion in
digital payments for more than three million payers
and payees each year. Of companies who opt for
digital business payments with Bill.com, 73% report
receiving payments 2-3 times faster, while 82% say
they process business payments in half the time they
previously spent.3

82% say they process
business payments in half
the time they previously
spent.

The Bill.com Platform

Integration

Automatically update your accounting system

Money Movement

Payment rails, bank integration and security and fraud management

Automatic Workﬂow

Set-up in minutes, advanced
rules for greater internal
controls and visibility

Collaboration

Communication between
internal stakeholders for
approvals and document sharing

Unlimited Document
Storage & Management
Capture, process and store all
transactional documents

Payments

Multiple options, e-payments
and international wire
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AP Automation
One of the main reasons companies love Bill.com for digital business payments and AP automation
is that a burdensome and time-consuming process is streamlined to the point where bill payment
seems effortless. Bill.com will enable you to take online payments, such as ACH transfers, eChecks,
and EFT transactions, and combine them with a system that automatically ensures the proper review
and approval processes are followed. In essence, AP automation guides a bill through the correct
workflows, without extra time and effort. For the people involved in the process, it hardly feels any
more complicated than paying for movie tickets. While the convenience alone may have you ready to
switch to AP automation, the benefits don’t end there.
Bill.com provides:

ENTER

APPROVE

INVOICE

RECONCILE

PAY

INVOICE

Secure

OK

PAY

Receive bills in Bill.com
inbox, code bill, click “OK”

View and approve bills
online from any device

Click “PAY”

Automatic sync with
accounting software,
easy audits

Paperless

Automated

Eﬃcient

Secure

Document management: When you have

Audit trails: The IRS requires you to keep at

a centralized repository for your AP-related

least three years’ worth of bill payment records.

information, like contracts or statements of

If you’re still using paper files, you know it is a

work, your business runs more smoothly.

headache. AP automation creates flawless audit

AP automation corrals and digitizes all your

trails for you right in your cloud-based account,

contracts, statements of work, bids, invoices,

so there’s no reason to sweat if the IRS comes

and payment records into single place, rather

calling. You can even give your accountants

than leaving them scattered across various

audit-only access to make the process easier.

filing cabinets, computers, personal drives,

Every transaction is date and time-stamped.

or cloud platforms. Your documents are

You also always know exactly who approved

automatically organized by vendor, date, or

and made the payment.

transaction, so having to hunt through filing
cabinets comes to an end.
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Staying in sync: Financial mistakes can sink a business. Few things are more dreaded than double data
entry, because it inevitably leads to errors. With Bill.com’s AP automation system, you can directly
integrate your digital business payment solutions with the accounting software of your choice, including
Oracle NetSuite and Sage Intacct. That means only one entry across all systems and far fewer mistakes.
International payments: Businesses are increasingly global, with expanding networks of overseas
vendors. Traditionally, international payments involved expensive bank wire transfers that require
a completely different AP workflow; no automated approval process, and no accounting software
integration. This means there’s the potential for costly errors, and less control. AP automation with Bill.
com removes those hurdles, quickly sending and tracking payments and allowing you to easily pay in local
currencies.
Cash flow: Knowing where your cashflow stands at all times is crucial to understanding your overall
financial health. Lots of moving parts can make it tricky to keep track, but not when you have Bill.com AP
automation. Consolidating bill payment into a single platform keeps your payments on schedule. Payments
are deducted from your account either immediately upon sending or at a time you schedule. You aren’t
forced to wait and guess when a check may clear. You always know your current cash
flow position.
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Security: Being a victim of fraud can quickly derail your business. The statistics are staggering—studies
show that 63% of businesses with less than $1B in revenue have already experienced payment fraud.
When you use paper checks, fraud can be harder to prevent and takes longer to detect.
Bill.com has six layers of built-in protections to guard your money and sensitive AR information, including
physical, network, data, applications, payment, and process protections. With Bill.com, you can designate
roles that limit account access; automate approval workflows with pre-determined business rules; and set
payment approval permissions. There’s also encryption and other advanced, machine learning security
measures that both prevent fraud
and make it easier to spot.
Fraud Prevention with Positive
Pay: For those of you not familiar
with Positive Pay, the general idea
is that you pay your bank a fee, and
then provide them with a nightly list
of checks that you write. The bank
cross-references remitted checks
with that list and validate that no
manipulation or changes have
occurred. This not only requires
extra fees, it creates a burden on
a business to manage the process
with the bank. As a result, most
small and mid-market companies
do not purchase Positive Pay,
even though it has been ranked as the top approach for mitigating loss from attempted fraud. All Bill.com
accounts come with Positive Pay services as part of our standard fee. There is no extra charge to get the
service and we handle all the processes with the bank.
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AR Automation
We’ve just explained how AP automation powered by Bill.com’s cloud technology lets you optimize digital
business payments from start to finish. The same principles apply to the accounts receivable process
as well. As with AP, automating accounts receivable with Bill.com allows you to boost your efficiency by
cutting out time-consuming and costly manual tasks.
Getting paid is crucial to keeping your business up and running. It stands to reason, then, that finding ways
to improve your methods of collecting accounts receivable can make a huge impact on your business. AR
automation from Bill.com gives you superior accounts receivable management and allows you to quickly
and efficiently collect the money you’re owed.
With Bill.com AR automation, getting paid is reduced to four simple steps:

1 INVOICE

2 SEND

3 COLLECT

4 RECEIVE

SEND
Companies can create
an invoice in Bill.com
or import it via upload
or sync

Bill.com sends customers a
secure link to view and pay
the invoice online

The customer sends
payment digitally

Companies receive the
payment directly in their
bank accounts. Payment
automatically syncs
with other accounting
systems

When you automate your accounts receivable, there are no more lost or late invoices, and no need to
chase down payment from customers. Bill.com even allows you to set up recurring payments and invoices,
which let your customers pay automatically every time, and
enables you to get paid even faster.
If customer payments are late, Bill.com offers automated
collections. Payment due dates are tracked, and customized
reminders are sent to customers when a payment is late.
A series of emails automatically go out until the payment is
received. You can even customize the email message to reflect

Businesses who adopt
digital business payments
and incorporate AR
automation on average
get paid 2-3x faster

the escalated situation.
With Bill.com, AR automation takes the stress out of the accounts receivable process and gets you paid
quickly. Getting paid faster is obviously an appealing concept, but just how much faster do you get paid
with Bill.com? Businesses who adopt digital business payments and incorporate AR automation on average
get paid 2-3x faster than they did when they used manual invoicing and collection processes.4
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AR automation eliminates significant
time and delays over paper-based
methods. When you get paid the
manual way, you first must print
and mail invoices. Then you wait for
paper checks to be issued by your
customer and mailed back. Once
you receive them, someone then
must make a bank run to deposit
them.
In contrast, automating the
accounts receivable process with
Bill.com reduces all of those steps
to a simple click on your end and
a simple click on your customer’s
end, eliminating wasted time and
the potential for lost or delayed payments. Bill.com also sends payment reminders for you, so your staff
doesn’t have to spend their time chasing down payments or making collections calls.
You can also set up your customers for automatic, recurring payments with AR automation, which allows
you to stabilize your cash flow. You know exactly what you’ll be paid, and when that payment will be in
your account.
Another perk of AR automation is your own branded, online portal for AR collaboration. Via the portal,
your customers can provide comments and information about payments. Increased communication
makes the accounts receivable process run more smoothly, and having a centralized place where that
communication takes place is the best way to make sure everyone is on the same page.
At the end of the day, every business wants to get paid quickly. AR automation from Bill.com makes
that possible.

Bill.com’s Accounting Software Integration
Bill.com seamlessly integrates with your existing
accounting software to eliminate redundant, timeconsuming double entry; increase accuracy and
reduce human errors; speed up and simplify account
reconciliation; and create a streamlined, automated
payment process. Bill.com currently integrates
seamlessly with Oracle NetSuite and Sage Intacct

The integrated solution
can save you up to
75% more time than
manual processes, while
delivering all the control
you need.

accounting software.
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Bill.com provides an active sync with Oracle NetSuite that improves
team productivity and reduces AP errors. The integrated solution
can save you up to 75% more time than manual processes, while
delivering all the control you need.
The integrated Bill.com and Oracle NetSuite solution will enable
you to:
• Reduce manual entry errors. Missing a decimal point or

adding an extra zero can cause big problems. With Bill.com for
Oracle NetSuite, there’s less need for manual entry, which means more accurate books.
• Improve team productivity. You only have to enter the information once and you’re done.

Two-way sync between Bill.com and Oracle NetSuite automatically updates any charges.
• Reconcile accounts faster. Bill.com pairs your payments with their matching invoices, so your

accounts reconcile faster and you have transparent remittance information for every transaction.

Bill.com integrates with Sage Intacct to automate your AP processes.
The Bill.com synchronization with Intacct will enable you to:
• Pay anyone electronically via ACH or wire. You can use the

Bill.com mobile app to pay vendors anytime, and from anywhere.
• Create single or multi-entity sync configurations.

Two-way sync between Bill.com and Intacct automatically
updates any changes between both single and multi-entity accounts.
• Use one inbox to manage all your files. Bill.com will enable you to capture and associate bills for sin-

gle or multi-entities in a single inbox. You can receive any file type, by any method, and of any number
of pages, and Bill.com codes your bill in seconds.
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Bill.com gives QuickBooks Enterprise users the ability to track every aspect of their payments—from
approval routing to funds transfer. The two-way sync with Quickbooks Enterprise enables you to process
and approve bills in Bill.com and update those changes in Quickbooks Enterprise, ensuring your information
is always up to date. Bill.com currently updates QuickBooks with the following data objects:
• Accounts

• Vendor Credits

• Classes (called Departments in Bill.com)

• Funds Transfers

• Vendors

• Customers

• Bills

• Invoices (new invoices only)

• Bill Payments

• Invoice payments
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Simplifying International Payments
Bill.com also enables you to easily pay your international vendors, making cross-border business payments
as simple as making domestic payments. Compared to paying overseas customers through your bank,
Bill.com is an easier and more cost-effective way to make international payments. Bill.com will enable
you to:
• Simplify and track international

• Keep all of your international

payments.

payments in sync.

One simple payment process will

Bill.com updates your accounting

provide you with greater visibility and

software for a complete view of

control.

payments.

• Save more money. With Bill.com, you

can save over 50% on wire transfer

• Speed up approvals with automated

workflows and payment controls.

fees on average, compared
to banks.

• Get more visibility with detailed

payment information and delivery
times.
• Pay vendors in their local currency

and let Bill.com do the conversions for
you.

Cross-border business
payments as simple
as making domestic
payments.
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Conclusion
Today’s business owners should spend their time chasing
dreams, not paper. That’s why we designed a simple,
powerful digital payment solution for any business, from
sole proprietorship to enterprise. Bill.com brings innovation
to the back office. Our cloud-based, collaborative business
payments platform automates every step of paying and
getting paid, making life easier for businesses of all sizes.
The benefits of moving from paper-based AP and AR to
digital payments are nearly impossible for any company to
resist. But it is important to find the right AP/AR partner in
order to achieve all of your goals.
Bill.com is the leader in the digital payment market.
We annually process over $62 billion in digital payments for
more than three million payers and payees. Of companies
who opt for digital business payments, 73% report
receiving payments 2-3 times faster, while 82% say they
process business payments in 75% less time.5

Of companies who opt for
digital business payments,
73% report receiving
payments 2-3 times faster,
while 82% say they process
business payments in 75%
less time.

We hope this guide has been able to answer all of your
questions about digital business payments, and opened
your eyes to the many benefits they can offer
mid-market companies like yours. We have no doubt that you are looking forward to saving a lot of time
and money on your accounts payable and receivable processes, and are are anxious to begin your journey
to the world of electronic AR and AP!

Getting Started
So, are you ready to switch from paper checks to the world of electronic payments? Bill.com makes it easy
to implement an online payment system for your mid-sized business and start accepting digital business
payments.

Register for a Demo Today to see the Bill.com solution in action.
A product expert will show you how Bill.com works for your business, from setting up your account and
connecting with your vendors to making your first payment and syncing with your accounting software.
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About Bill.com
Bill.com is the leading digital business payments

The Accounting Console from Bill.com, which

company with a network of three million members,

integrates with accounting technologies such

processing over $60 billion annually. Bill.com

as Oracle NetSuite, Sage Intacct, QuickBooks

helps accounting firms and their clients pay and

Enterprise, manages bill payments and invoices

get paid quickly and save more than 50% of the

across all clients and enables firms to introduce

time typically spent on accounts payable and

new services. Bill.com partners with more than 60

accounts receivable. Additionally, the company

of the top-100 accounting firms and four of the

offers International Business Payments, which

top-10 largest U.S. banks. It is also the preferred

allow cross-border payments in local currencies or

provider of digital payments solutions for CPA.

U.S. dollars to nearly 40 countries, making global

com, the technology arm of the American Institute

payments as easy as domestic ones.

of CPAs (AICPA).

See how the Bill.com helps your business
Learn more at bill.com/midmarket
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